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Building of some isomorphic classes for noncanonical hypercomplex number systems o dimension 2 is 
described. In general case, such systems with specific constraints to structural constants can be isomorphic to complex, 
dual or double number system. Isomorphic transition between noncanonical hypercomplex number systems of the 
general form and diagonal form is built.  




Structural data presenting forms are often used for calculations to increase the performance 
of different algorithms. One of these forms is hypercomplex data presenting form. More often 
canonical hypercomplex number systems are used, such as: complex, dual, double number systems, 
quasicomplex numbers, quaternions, octaves etc. However, for some tasks it is advisable to use 
non-canonical hypercomplex numbers, e.g. non-orthogonal coordinate systems for the analysis and 
synthesis of simple mechanisms [1]. 
The most complete hypercomplex number system feature is a set of rules for basic elements 
multiplication. The system is called canonical if for each multiplication of every basic element pair 
the following condition is true: 
ijijji ECEE =⋅ , }1,0,1{−∈ijC , 
where ijji EEE ,, - are basic elements of hypercomplex number system. If at least one 
multiplication of basic element pair is a sum of two or more summands and/or has the coefficient 
out of }1;0;1{ +− , the HNS is called noncanonical  [1].  
  Multiplicity problems of noncanonical HNS are very important subjects for investigation, 
specifically enumeration problem [2] and building HNS isomorphism classes [3].  
 
Isomorphism for noncanonical hypercomplex number system of dimenstion 2 in 
general 
 
Let us consider the isomorphism of noncanonical HNS of 2nd dimenstion. [4].  
Further, hypercomplex number systems will be labeled as ),( ni εΓ , where ε - system basic 
element, n - system dimension. 
In general, multiplication table of noncanonical commutative HNS of second dimension is as 
follows:  
   211111 EbEa +  212112 EbEa +    
  =Γ )2,(1 E  212112 EbEa +  222122 EbEa +  ,      (1) 
 
where 221211221211 ,,,,, bbbaaa - real numbers. 
In order the multiplication table (1) to identify hypercomplex system, it must have the unit 
element 2211 ExExX +=  and hence the existence of non-trivial solution of hypercomplex equation: 
MXM ⋅= ,       (2) 
where 12211 Γ∈+= EmEmM . 


















































   (3) 
 
 It can be seen from (3), that the unit number depends on the number M components, 
which should not be so. It is possible to get rid of such dependence if only quadratic forms 
coefficients in the nominators and denominators are proportional, i.e.: 
 








































        (4) 
 
Let us consider constants 2222 , ba as free, since hypercomplex systems with such 
structural constants are already known [4]. Then we’ll get the system of four equations with four 
unknown structural constants, which has such solutions: 
 
1) Ra ∈11 , 011 =b , 012 =a , 1112 ab = , Rba ∈2222 , .          (5) 
This solution leads to a system, which is represented by the following multiplication table: 
 
   111Ea  211Ea    
  =Γ )2,(2 E  211Ea  222122 EbEa +  ,      (6) 
 





X = . 






f = ; 22 Ef = . 
 
   
1f  2f    
  =Γ )2,(3 f  2f  22212211 fbfaa +  ,      (7) 






aa + sign, system (7) is isomorphic to the system of 
complex, double or dual numbers. 
 
2) 011 =b , 012 =a , 221211 bba == , }0{\22 Ra ∈ , Rb ∈22 .    
The following system is obtained    
 
   
122Eb  222 Eb    
  =Γ )2,(4 E  222 Eb  222122 EbEa +  ,      (8) 
 





X = . 







f = ; 22 Ef = . 
 
   1f  2f    
  =Γ )2,(5 f  2f  22212222 fbfba +  ,      (9) 
 





bba + , 
 
system (9) is considered isomorphic to complex, double or dual number system. 
 
  
Isomorphism for noncanonical hypercomplex number system of dimension 2 and 
diagonal type 
 
Let us consider some noncanonical hypercomplex number systems of the second dimension 
and diagonal type: 
 
   
211111 ff βα +  0    
  =Γ )2,(6 f  0  222122 ff βα +  ,      (10) 
 
Let the unit element for such system be 2211 fxfxX += , then it requires the existence of 














































As in the previous case, we get rid of the M number components dependence. It is required 
that the following condition is satisfied: 02211 == αβ . In this case, system (10) takes the form of: 
 
   
111 fα  0    
  =Γ )2,(7 f  0  222 fβ  ,      (11) 
 




11 ffX βα += . 
Let us define the conversion rules for the system RR ⊕ to system )2,(7 fΓ . Since both 

























































































1211 ==== yyyy αβ  
 
Both solutions give us a nonsingular linear transformation that converts system RR ⊕  to 










1 fRfR αβ ==                    (12) 
 
Les us build the isomorphic transition from system )2,(1 EΓ  to system )2,(7 fΓ  using 
intermediate transition to system RR ⊕ . System )2,(5 EΓ  will be used as particular case of system 
)2,(1 EΓ . Then the transition operator of this kind of system to the system that is a direct sum of real 






























2 bbak += . 






































The article analysed some isomorphic classes for noncanonical hypercomplex number 
systems of dimension 2. It is shown that noncanonical hypercomplex number system of general 
form with the structure constants that correspond to the given constraints can be isomorphic to 
complex, double or dual numbers. The article also reveals the isomorphic transition from 
noncanonical diagonal system to a direct sum of real numbers, and as a result, the transition from 
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